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CHAPTER I. 
THE PROBLEM AND ITS OBJECTIVES 
I 
t 
'I 
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I 
1 
THE PROBLErvl AND ITS OBJECTIVES 
Statement of the Problem. The slow learning children in 
Sub-Primary are less mature than t heir classmates and their 
development rate is slow in one or more areas at the readiness 
II level. These children can grow and achieve success, if they 
are provided with a reading readiness program that provides 
I 
an abundance of simple and interesting material, adapted to 
take care of their limitations, allowing each child to progress:! 
slowly and carefully in each step until they reach their goal 
of readiness to read. Therefore, the purpose of this study is 
to develop a workbook of auditory readiness material for slow 
learning children in Sub-Primary. 
Justification of Study. In spite of the fact educators 
are spending much time clarifying the needs of thens low-learn-
ers" in the classrooms, there is a limited amount of suitable 
reading readiness material for the slow learning children in 
Sub-Primary. These children enjoy the same kind of material 
as the normal or superior children in the class, yet because 
their l earning rate is slow and their power of retaining know-
ledge is far below the normal group, these children need much 
more help in order to succeed. The necessary help can be giv-
en by providing additional material that will give plenty of 
repetition and practice in specific skills. It is the lack of 
this necessary material for a group of slow learning children 
in Sub-Primary that promoted the preparation of this workbook. 
11 Vlufling points out that children 't"i"ho learn slowly need 
as good instructions as their more able classmatew. These 
slow learning children can be assured that added maturity and 
background necessary in learning to read, if they are provided 
with a good reading readiness program that includes plenty 
of material and extending in some cases a semester, a year or 
even longer. 
y 
Durrell and Sullivan feel that it is possible for every 
normal child to learn to read. They point out that to achieve 
success for the individual child it is necessary to plan and 
pace his learning experience in accordance with his capacity, 
, his stage of development and his rate of maturity. He can 
11 Wulfing, Gretchen - nHelping the Slmv Learner," A Monograph 
Contribution in Reading, No. 11, Ginn and Company, tcr 5-,.:> . Boston, ~lass. 
Durrell, Donald D. and Helen B. Sullivan, Teacher's Manual 
Preparatory Unit,Basic Reading Abilities Series, 
World Book Company, Y onkers-On-Hudson, New York, 
1951. P. 3 
3 
complete each step 1rith success and satisfaction in t h e process 
of lea rning to read wi th a program a dapted to his day by day 
need. They a l so express the ne ed of a diversi f ied progr am to 
attain such an end . 
11 Hildreth b eli ev es t hat r eading lllfi t h underst anding iw 
1 pos s i bl e from the beginning . 
I 
Chil dr en gain power. Give a chil d 
confi denc e and he fe els success and is ready to go. 
The children in Sub-Primary vary \vi dely v.ri thin their groups 
as to capacity, achievment gro\'lfth and needs. The writer of 
this study recognized the importance of caring for ea ch child 
by providing individualization of instruction, thus taking 
II 
I 
care of needs and capacities of every child . For the slow 
learning chil dren she has developed auditory exercises that are 
simple, interes t ing and well graded . These exercises provide 
plenty of repetition that is so necessary to develop confidence 
1
; 
, and feel at ease in group activities. At the s ame ~ime it al-
lows those slow learning children to make day by day success as 
they take shorter steps t han their classmates in the normal or 
superior group an d proceed upward step by step to their final 
goal. 
y Hildreth, Gertrude "All in Favor of a Lo't'\f Vocabulary" 
Elementary School Journal, 44:P.468-470. Apri~ ~943. 
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CHAPTER II. 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
=!t= 
I 
REVI EW OF RES EARCH RELArf ED TO THE SLOW LEARNING CHILD 
Th e educational needs of the slow learning child with an 
I Q between 80 and 90 and a development rate that is much slow-
er than the normal child will be met only when they are proper-
! ly unders t ood and given the necessary help. Several s t udies 
have agreed t hat this can be accomplished by using at trac t ive 
materials in order to creat e a desire to read; that the reading 
1 should be a t their level, using s ame t ype of material as the 
~ normal child v'Tit h plenty of repetition and pract ice, proceeding 
I slowly and cheerfully in stepw that are designed t o help each !i 
. child with ot her children, whose learning rate is t he same. 
11 
II 
Kirk describes the slow learning child as follows: 
The slow learning child is one of lo"W intell1-
gence, vvho is incapable of keeping up tri th his 
classmat es in t~he regular public schools, and 
who, therefore requires a modified curricul'urn 
for his maximum growth and development. 
I 
' 
?J 
I 
Sullivan explains that the slol"r child in t he regular 
classroom usually diff ers from the normal chil d in his abilit y 
1 t o learn or retain abs t rac t mat erial from books. Like all 
ly Kirk, Samuel - Teaching Reading to Slow-Learning Children 
Hought on Miffl in Company, Boston, Mass., 1940. P. 225. 
Y Sullivan, Helen Blair - "Teaching t he Slow Learner" 
National Educat ion Journal 49: 115, February 1951. 
~ -=- --=:...=- --
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Children, he enjoys competition, seeks praise, rejoices at the 
success and becomes discouraging and unhappy through constant 
failure. He acts successfully to the s~1e motivations as nor-
1 mal children. There is a need for the teacher to carefully ad-
just the assignments to needs and interest of every child. 
1) 
Inskeep states: 
It has been seen that the dull normal and 
mentally retarded have in the past decades 
constituted the neglected portion of our 
school children. 
y 
Regarding material, Betts writes: 
By providing a greater quantity of reading 
material 1rith varied content, by grouping 
students in terms of general readiness 
for a given reading program by beginning 
instructions with the learner's interest 
and by the correction of physical defects. 
The emphasis should be on prevention rather 
than correction. 
2.1 
In Phyll Shane's article, "Slow Learners Need Special 
Help" it is stressed that teaching methods and materials must 
1) Inskeep, Annie D. - Teaching Dull and Retarded Children 
The MacMillan Company, New York. 1925. P. 10 
y Betts, Emmett A. - The Prevention and Correction of Reading 
Difficulties, Row Peterson Company, New York. 1935.P9. 
Shane, Phyll J. - "Slow Learners Need Special Help" Nations 
Schools, 38 ; 26, August 1946. 
7 
be adapted to fit t he individual. The child who attends school 
daily only to meet with failure is given a conviction of infer-
iority. No child, particularly the slow learner, should be ask-
ed to accomplish something of which he is not capable and then 
be penalized for failure. Our teaching should emphasize the 
building of personalities rather than the acquisition of com-
petitive skills. 
11 
Monroe states: 
The nwnber of years' retardation which a 
child shows bears little relation to his 
intelligence quotient. Specific disability 
in reading does not need to imply inferior 
general mental ability. 
Factors meeting 1rith success: 
1. Skill of the teacher in putting the child 
at ease. 
2. Feeling of relief on part of child in 
going back to simple easy t asks i n which 
he could succeed and in which he could 
find motivation in program. 
3. Modification of method to suit the character-
istics of each child's performance. 
Monroe, Marion - "Methods for Diagnosis and Treatment of 
Cases of Reading Disabilityn Worcester, Mass., Clark 
University, 1928. 
Genetic Psychology Monographs, Vol. IV. P. 374. 
1J 
Dolch reports: 
IJJ:ore deficiency in reading can be traced by 
discouragement through failure, and t he con-
sequent a t titude of antagonism tmvard reading, 
than to any other cause. Many children hate 
reading simply because it compels them to ex-
hibit before their companions their ignorance 
or lack of skill. 
:?} 
Durrell points out that i t is unlikely that research 
rill ever discover a single method which vfill be t he most 
efficient one for all pupils and all teachers. 
l ' 
Huber points out that the child of l0\.11! intelligence 
enjoys the same kind of material as does the normal child, 
and he learns most e~?~ctively by a program foun d to be en-
joyed by other pupils. 
Jr./ 
Feathers t one believes that there is no special meLhod 
for teaching slow learning chil dr en to read . They l earn to 
Y Durrell, Donald - Improvemen·t of Basic Reading Abili t iesJ 
\'lorld Bo ok Company, Ne'\llr York, 1940. P. 1. 
l) Huber, r·Tiriam B. "The Influence of Intelligence Upon 
Children's Reading Interests", Teachers' Co l lege 
Contribution to Education, Columbia University, 
New York, 1928. P. 128. 
!±). Feat herstone, ~·~filliam B. - Teaching the SloY.T Learner, 
Bureau of Publicat ion, Teachers' College, Columbia 
University, New York, 1 941. P. 100. 
l 
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read the same l•ray other children learn to read. Any of the 
1 tested methods of teaching reading advocated by specialist in 
the field may be used with the slow learner. 
11 Durre~l reports that several investigations show that 
children wi t h mental age under six can learn to read. 
y 
In her study of failures Fernald states: 
Everyone vvho has worked with little children 
who have failed to learn ordinary things that 
others learn admits that emotion is part of · 
the total complex in these cases. The individual 
,,..rho fails constantly in these undertakings ·which 
seem to him of great importance and who is con-
scious of failure is in a chronic state of 
emotional instability. 
21 Hockett states that nothihg is more discouraging than 
constant failure. Therefore, every effort should be made to 
have the slow child feel that he is a success in school. Any 
test given him should be "irvithin his ability. 
y 
He also points out that children of strictly limited 
abilities on the other hand need mor~ constant and specific 
II 
I 
i 
I 
II 
:I 
lj 
II 
d 
II 
II 
II 
______________________ ....;,.__ !\ 
I II 
1 1/ DurreE111, Donald SE. hnR1e~earE1ch Problems in1 .Rheading in the 1 · ementary c oo ementary Eng ~s Review, ' 
February 19.36. . . 
· y Fernald , Grace M. - Remedial Techniques in Basic School 
Subjects, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York. 194.3. P.7 
Hockett, John A. and E. W. Jacobsen, Modern Practices in 
Elementary School, Ginn and Company, Boston, Mass. 
19.38. P. 295. P • .30.3. 
-- ---- ==""----=--~ 
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supervision, more drill and relearning , mor e t i me for assimi-
lating f acts and simple principles, more external stimulat ion. 
The objectives set for them must be simpler and less ext ensive. 
Their needs a r e not the less e21..'t ensive. The teacher who aids 
them t o become useful, self-reliant, well a djusted, co-opera-
tive human beings renders a significant service to the stat e 
and country. 
11 
Baker describes the three ways in w:[rich the slow-learner 1 
1 differs from the average: 
1. Quantitative differences in intelligence. 
2. Qualitat ive differences in learning non-int.el-
lectual factors. 
3. Effect of Non-Intellectual ~actors. 
The Research shows: 
1. The i mportance of helping the slow-learning 
children. 
2. The need of a program at their level similar · 
to t hat enjoyed by the normal child. 
3. Every effort should be made to have the slow-
learning child feel security and success. 
1/ Baker, Hary J. - Int roduction to Excettional Childr en 
The MacMillan Company, New York, 944. P. 246. 
II 
11 
,, 
RESEARCH ON READING READINESS 
It is important in order to plan and direct the v-mrk of 
the reading readiness period for the teacher in the Sub-Primary 
to know: 
1. The meaning of reading readiness. 
2. The different interpretation of the factors 
representing reading readiness. 
3. Importance of factors in reading readiness. 
4. Kinds of readiness. 
5. The teacher's part in the readiness program. 
11 
Portland Teachers tell us that reading readiness is used 
in Sub-Primary to designate the level of development a child 
should attain in order to profit most from systematic instruc-
tion in reading. 
y 
According to Gates: 
Reading readiness is usually interpreted as the 
period before formal reading is introduced. It's 
purpose is to develop the skills necessary for . 
reading so that the child may learn t o read without 
confusion. Reading readiness is a program which 
should be developed. Basic skills and preparation 
for reading should be developed. 
1 1/ Portland Public School Teachers - The Portland Study in Reading, Department of Education, Portland, Maine. 
1954. P. 23. 
y Gates, A. I. TtThe Necessary Mental Age for Beginning Readingn 
Elementary School Hournal, Vol. 37, March 1938 . P . 23 
~ -=-==- - --· -
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I! 
11 Murphy defined reading readiness as the development of 
the skills necessary to learn to read without confusion. 
y 
McKee states that it is impossible for children to read 
1
, 
1 until they have acquired the background of understanding, 
skills and attitudes 1"rhich constitute readiness for beginning 
reading. Furthermore, children entering school vary greatly 
I in the degree to Vfhich they have developed readiness. He also I 
,, 
I 
stresses the importance of making definite provision for 
stimulating and fostering the child's development by the 
teacher of young children entering wchool. 
1) 
Betts defined reading readiness as a term corrmonly used 1 
to denote a general mental, emotional and physical preparednes 
for reading act _i:.v.:it t.JLe:s. Reading readiness is therefore an 
important concept for teachers at all levels. 
1/ Murphy, Helen A. - TTAn Evaluation of the Effect of Specific 
Training in Auditory and Visual Disc r imination of 
Beginning Reading," Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, • 
Boston University, Boston, Mass. 1943 • . 
I 
£1 McKee, Paul - The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary 
School, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, Mass. . 
1948. P. 19-42. 
1) Betts, Emmett A. and Mabel O'Donnell, - Guide Book for 
Teachers on Initial Stages of Readiness,Row Peterson 
Company, Evanston, Ill. 1938. P. 9. 
13 
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11 Anderson states in part : 
At some levels of development the child is 
better prepared to acquire a skill than a t 
ot her levels. The term readiness expresses 
the quality. Readiness means being prepared 
to learn to read . The factors behind readi-
ness are found to involve some degree of 
ma t urity or growth and s ome part icular type 
of experiences. Thus l~ he child is not ready 
to read until he has some facility in the 
spoken language. A fair mast ery of speech 
symbols must be at tained before the child 
can be int eres t ed in t he visual symbols 
necessary to reading . 
y 
Harrison suggests that vvhile formerly reading readiness 
has been thought of only in connection with beginning reading , 
the program nov-r cone erns i t self with preparation for reading 
a t all educat ional levels in which reading is used as a tool 
of learning . 
y 
Gates tells us that there are different interpretations 
1/ Anderson, John K. - The Fortl Six Year Book of the Na t ional 
Society for the Study o Education, Part II. 
Universi t y of Chicago Press, Chicago , Ill. 1943. 
~ Harrisan, Luciilillie , - Reading Readiness, Hought on Mifflin 
Company, Boston, r.~ass. 1949. 
Gates, A. T. "Basal Principles in Reading Testing", 
Teacherst College Record, Vo. 40. Pp . . 495-6. -March 1939 
----..,..-------- - -
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group classifies it as a period of general maturation, mental 
physical and social. 
11 
Betts believes that a careful study of reading readiness 
factors should result in the prevention of readiness difficul-
ties as the teacher acquires a picture of level of child's y 
ability for beginning reading . He quotes M. Madeline Veverka 
nThis readiness is not definitely established. 
There are too many factors involved. It is 
not a matter of age, nor yet of I Q. It is not 
mental maturity alone. Biological factors 
enter. Personality traits are important. Back-
ground of home with understanding parents help. 
An interested attitude toward books and reading 
is also important. A good oral vocabulary is 
neces sary. Experience with things, people and 
situations, understanding and comprehension.n 
JJ 
The Primary Manual lists several factors which are im-
portant in helping a Sub-Primary child develop a readiness for 
reading . These include: 
1. An interesting environment and a happy atmosphere. 
2. Opportunity for rich and varied group and 
individual activities. 
3. The development of good work habits and satisfac-
tory attitudes toward worK. 
11 Betts, Emmett Op cit P. 106. 
~ Ververka, M. Madeline, Reading - A Tool for Learning , 
Association for Childhood Education, Washington, D. c. 
1938. P. 15. 
l/ The Primary Manual, A Teacher ' s Guide, Cincinnati Public 
Schools, Cincinnati, Ohio. 1946. P. 167. 
15 
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11 Sullivan t ells us t hat among t he required background 
abilities for success in learning to read are auditory discrim- 1 
ination, visual discrimination, visual memory and t he develop-
ment of comprehen$ion and kinesthetic skills. 
y -
Bond put s the factors of reading readiness in t wo 
classes as follows : 
Physical factors - Visual difficulties~ 
Auditory difficult ies 
Speech difficult ies 
Health difficult ies. 
Personal and emot ional fac t ors -
2/ 
Shyness. 
Overboist erousness. 
Signs of worry or fear 
Vli thdrav-T of behavior 
Day dreaming . 
Wright tells us that a child's ~eadiness for reading 
is influenced by many factors. Among these are physical 
condi t ions, mental abili t ies, personal qualities and experience I 
bac kground. 
11 Sullivan, Helen Blair - Uniublished Research, Bos t on 
University Educat iona Clinic, Boston, Mass. 
~ Bond, Guy and Eva Bond - Teaching the Child t o Read , 
MacMillan Company, New York, 1949. Chap. II-IV. 
16 
11 Gates and others from an intensive study for predicting 
reading success concluded that reading readiness is something 
that children have acquired in varying degrees. It is something
1 
to be taught and not a series of attributes for the develop-
ment of which a teacher can do nothing but wait. 
y 
Dolch points out that we do not wait for reading readi-
ness but try to develop it. To do so we need to thin~ of dif - ·
1 
I 
ferent kinds of readiness: physical readiness, School readiness, 
and perceptual readiness. These kinds of readiness depend on 
one another and grow out of one another. All are necess ary 
for full readiness for beginning reading. 
)} 
Welch discusses and describes eleme~sin readiness for 
reading and names them as language readiness, experience 
readiness, social readiness, curiosity readiness, idea readi-
ness, visual readiness, auditory readiness and motor controls. 
The discussion of elements in readiness for reading is intend-
ed to call attention to phases of development. 
II 
lf Gates, A. I., G. 1. Bond and D. H. Russell- ttMethods of 'I 
Determining the Reading Readinessn Elementary School 
Journal, November 1939. Pp. 165-67. 
y Dolch, Edward A. - Teaching Primary Reading0 The Garland Press, Champaign, Illinois. 1941. P. 4 • 
1 1f Welch, Carolyn M. - Teacher's Basic Readers,The Language 
Art Series, American Book Company, New York. 1948. 
Pp. 6-7. 
II 
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It is important for the teacher to know the abilities 
of each child~ When planning a program for the slow learning 
child provisions must be made for individual differences. 
11 Considering the pyschological aspect of this factor Reed 
makes the following statement. 
nrrhe material must be graded in difficulty 
vlith respect to mental age and experience 
of the learner." 
This can be done only when the teacher is alert to individual 
differences and studies the interests and background of the 
class as a 'I.'Jhole and of the individual child in the group. 
y 
Betts says that the development of auditory readiness 
is an essential part of a reading readiness program. Such a 
program should include: 
1. Attention to good speech habits. 
2. Development of rhy~1ing words. 
3. Knowledge that words consists of sounds. 
4. Listening to the good voice of the teacher, 
which children unconsciously imitat e . 
5. Practice with phrases enjoyed by the children. 
6. Imitation of Sounds. 
7. vfuispered directions, 
1./ Reed, Homer B. - Psychology of Elementary School Subj ects. 
Revised Edition. Ginn & Company, Boston, Mass. l93 8 .P.ll 
y Betts, Emmett ~ The Prevention and Correction of Reading 
Difficulties, Row Peterson and Company , New York. 1936 
18 
11 
The Cincinnati Primary Manual suggests that the child 
should learn t o hear similarities and differences in sounds. 
The child's ability to hear, reproduce and recall sounds under-
li e s all of his speech habits and will be of later help in his 
word attack on reading. This ability can and should be 
strengthened through games and natural play activities . Child-
ren who show a definite lack of auditory imagery need ) indivi-
dual care and training. 
y 
Witty states that children entering school should be in-
troduced to games and appropriate exercises to promote auditory 
• skills in auditory discrimination. Children almost invariably 
find pleasure in simple wordcgames and at the same time the 
teacher can identify children ~Jhose auditory acuity require 
·l 
training . 
2.1 
l.amoreaux and Lee tell us that the small child often 
has not learned to hear adequately and often ~nrhen a new and 
complicated word is said to him it will be necessary to have 
11 -------------
, _]} 
~, _y 
The Cincinnati Primary Manual, Op cit. P. 178 . 
Witty, Paul - Reading in IiiJ:odern Education, D. c. Heath & 
Company, Boston, Mass. 1949. 
_2/ Lamoreaux, Lillian A. and Doris M. Lee, - Learning to Read 
Through Experience, D. Appleton Century Company, 
New York. 1945. P. 61. 
19 
. several repetitions of it before he has nheard 11 it at all, so 
:I 
II 
he can say it. It is not a case of articulation but of being 
able to take in many new sounds and remember them. The ability 
to hear understandingly increases with practice and experience. 
1.1 
Lee and Lee tell us the child must be in good general 
health with normal speech organs and norraal hearing acuity. 
If there is any doubt about the normality of any of these, 
t est should be made and any defect remedied as well and as 
quickly as possible. These tests include exercises in 
auditory readiness and gives a good picture of the needs of 
the child. 
1 1/ Lee, J. and Dorris Lee, The Child and His Curriculwn. 
i! Second Edition, McGraw Hill Company, New York. 1946. 
--
20 
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CHAPTER III. 
PRESENTAT:TO:N OF EXERCISES 
Plan of St udy 
The ·writer realizes t hat the slow learning children in Sub-
Primary need plenty of simple and interesting material at their 
level in reading readiness. This is necessary because these 
children learn slower than t he average children and re quire 
considerable practice to master each new step that is presented. 
In order to meet this great need the writer found it necessary 
:1 to supplement the reading readiness workbooks supplied by the 
I 
school with exercises. 
It has been found in the reading readiness program for 
1 these slow learning chi ldren that it is essential to develop 
1 auditory readiness so that the children can identify sounds 
and recognize likeness and differences in sounds. 
This vmrkbook gives systemtic training in auditory 
perception of common souBds, rhyming words, and names and 
things beginning alike through the use of: 
l. Listening exercises. 
Vocal, Non-vocal and animal sounds. 
2. Rhymes. 
Nursery and other rhymes, jingles, songs, 
riddles and stories. 
3. Informal comparison of sounds. 
All the exercises in this workbook are strictly oral and 
handled under the close guidance and supervision of the teacher. 
-r-
22 
The writer has made provisions for individual differences, 
knmving that each child in the group has certain weaknesses. 
The lessons and exercises were planned to enable each 
child in the group to build up a feeling of success and 
security within themselves. 
--r-
23 
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I 
II 
COMMON SOUNDS 
Play a ga(Joe called TTHea.r the Bell. n This game is played 
in the same way as the old game, "Button, Button, vrho has the 
' II B Tf II utton. A small bell is used instead of a button. The child 
I 
; who is TTIT" or the listener goes to the front of the room and 
l stands with his back to the class v-rhile the leader, v.rho has the 
1
bell, passes around t he room quietly, laying the b ell on the 
. lap of some child who holds it qui etly until the leader goes 
I 
t o the front of the room and says: nHear t he Bell, Who has 
I I 
li the Bell?" The child holding t he b ell rings it and the listener:! 
!tries to gues the n ame of the child who rings the bell. He 
may have three gueses. If he names the child correctly he may 
be t he next leader and the bell ringer becomes a list ener. If 
I 
,, he fails he must listen again. 
II Ask the children to f ace t he opposite direc t ion from the 
,teacher or child select ed to take part of the teacher and 
' 
' 
· listen. Then tell what ma de each sound , using materials tha t 
' 1l have characterist ic sounds, such as: 
a. Striking pieces of wood together. 
b. Tearing paper 
c. Stomping fe et 
d. Crunching paper 
e. Moving chairs 
f. Clapping hands 
24 
Have t he children close their eyes and be as quiet as 
1 
possible. Ask them to listen for and remember all the sounds 
they can hear inside or outside the room. After thirty seconds 
or so the children say they hear feet shuffling, someone cough- , 
ing, a child on the playground, a truck going by, etc. Encourage 
them to remember as many sounds as possible, and to try and 
locate them. 
Have the children seated around in a circle with one child 
in middle who is blindfolded. One child in the circle says: 
" ij1Jho is It ?TT The blindfolded child must :bry and tell 1vhat 
child said it from his voice. 
Blindfold one child. Another child is designated to tap 
him on the s houlder. The blindfolded child asks: "Who Am I?" 
The other child answers nit is I." From the sound of his 
voice t he blindfolded child determines who tapped him. 
Four or f ive children are chosen to stand in a row before 
the c l ass, which has carefully covered eyes and is instructed 
not to peek. The teacher touches one of the children in the 
r ow, who says, "Good Morning ,n or something else appropriate. 
The class uncover their eyes and someone gueses who said it. 
After each child in the front row has said 11 Good Morning" in 
his natural voice and has been correctly guessed, the teacher 
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may add to the fun by unexpectly saying naood Morning 11 herself 
in place of one of t he front-row children. 
The children sit in a circle, one child standing in the 
middle. Teacher points to child, he tiptoes to another part 
of the room and asks: m~vhere Am I? 11 Child in the center points 
to the direction of the voice. He is given three turns, if he 
fails he must go back in the circle and list en, if he -,;·J"ins, 
he goes on. 
Another game is played by hiding a loud-ticking clock in 
the classroom. The children point in the direction t hey be-
lieve the clock to be. The fun comes in learning "liTho was 
right. 
Children sit in a circle. One chair is in the center with 
a ball under the chair. One child, representing the dog , is 
in the chair v;ith eyes closed. The teacher tells the story, 
nonce upon a t i me there was a little dog , etc.,- so he buries 
his last bone under his house to save for another time. Wnile 
he is sleeping, anot her dog slips up very quietly and tries to 
get the bone. tr (Teacher points to some child "liTho tiptoes up). 
Obj ect: To get the ball from under the chair and back to his 
place before the sleeping dog hears him and points in the 
correct direction of sound heard. 
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The "Echo Game" may be used to det ermine distances and is 
also suitable to training children to hear a variety of tones 
as v1ell as to train the children ·who makes the echoes to give 
loud and receding tone qualities. In the nEcho Game 11 one child 
calls a word and another gives two or three echo-like reproduc- · 
tions. 
Ask the children to distinguish between High and Low 
1 sounds, as two v-rater glasses are struck, two cords are vibrat-
ed, or the teacher gives a sound at different pitches, etc. 
Sound two notes on the piano, one rather high and one 
rather low. Ask the children to discriminate between high note 
and lo\Jir note. Repeat the activity a number of times~ varying 
the pitch of the notes. 
Teacher sings tv-m tones and children s elect the high or 
low one. Have tv·m children sing and have some of the class tell 
v1hich is the High and which is the Low tone. 
Teacher claps her hands softly and asks: 17Does this sound 
Loud or Soft ? 11 "How did you jump yesterday and \Jirhen did you 
hear clapping like this?" (Clap Louder). 
--=-
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Have t he children listen to th~ rain on the roof, to t he 
' children walking in the corridor, to the water r unning from 
the faucet and identify the loudness or softness of sounds. 
Explain one must listen very carefully to hear some sounds 
while others are easy to hear. 
Play a Train Game. Place a chair at the center front to 
be the station. Choose a child to sit in the station, waiting 
for the train. Begin with a train of three children vfho are 
placed in the back of the room and who chant, 11 ch-Ch-. Dig-dig, 
Dig-a-dig 11 or any other appropriate train sound t hat can be 
vocialized. Each child places his hand on the shoulders of the 
child in front. Then, chanting softly, the . train marches in 
line toward the front of the room, increasing the volume of the 
1 chant until it arrives at the st ation. Then the train stops, 
the passenger gets on by placing his hands on the shoulders of 
the last child, and the train goes on its way t o the back of 
the room, the voices becoming softer and softer as the train 
goes tr far m-vay. n While the train is in the back of the room, 
t he teacher ( or a child) quietly taps another passenger, who 
take s a seat in the station and joins the train when it returns 
as before, until all the children are on t he train. Have the 
children expla in when t heir voices are to be soft and when 
Loud in t his game . 
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If an airplane passes over the school stop for a moment 
' and listen. How loud the noise is, as t he airplane flies over. 
How soft the sound is, when the airplane is far, far away. 
Imitate the sound vocally, letting the voice become softer and 
softer. 
Have one child clap \'\There the others cannot see it. Have 
someone clap t he same num~er of times and later have then 
, te l l how many times he clapped. A drum or blocks of wood may 
be used instead. 
Children march to music stamping loudly when the music is 
' loud, tiptoeing ~ietly when the music is soft. The teacher 
may stop the music suddenly and ask, nwas the music Loud or 
Soft vThen I stopped it ?n The teacher may also ask the children 
t o stop for the loudest, walk for the medium loud, and tiptoe 
for the softest. 
Place a thimble (or any small classroom object) in full 
view but in an unexpected place while one child is out of the 
room. When he returns direct his hunting by clapping loudly 
v.rhen he approaches the thimble, and softly when he goes a•:.ray 
from it. Drmr.J from the children a verbal explanation of the 
game, using the words louder and softer. 
29 
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Compare t he sounds made by ringing a COi"lbell and a jingle 
bel l by blowing a big toy horn and a litt le one, by dropping an 
eraser and an block of' vvood, by tapping on a desk and on a f'old-
ed piece of cloth, by a ticking alarm clock and a ,_.rrist l'l!atch, 
by walking and then tiptoeing across the room, by slan~ing a 
door and closing it gently. Ask which of each pair of sounds 
is the Louder, whic h is the Softer. 
Teacher plays some music on the piano that the children 
can jm11p to. Listen to hear l'l!hether the music is loud or soft • 
. Clap onc e v·rhen the music is Loud and twice v.rhen it is soft. 
I 
Teacher says: "I am goipg to play some music that sounds lik e 
\'\Talking. Listen and then walk as the piano tells you to walk. 11 
Teacher varies the loudness of her playing so that the children 
s ometirnes walk on tiptoe, sometimes stamp , and sometimes vmlk 
vnth an ordinary tread. 
Rhythm band work seems to fit in well with the Christmas 
Season. After the children are familiar vrith the names of' the 
rhythm band instruments, one group of children may put their 
heads down on the table while another ·group stand in a distant 
corner of the room, . each boy or girl in this group v-ri th a 
rhytrun instrument. The teacher points to the one with the 
.. bells to play and ask those at the tables which instrument 
t"las played. They are encouraged to reply in sentences, as 
"He is playing t he Bells.n 
Listening to the playing of Records. 
a. Out of Doors. 
Written by Judith Sedorsky.. Young Peoples Record. 
Children are asked to listen and follow 
directions as t he story is told to them. 
Swaying, Marching , Skipping, Tiptoeing to 
the music that follows directions. 
b. When t he Sun Shines. 
WrittEn by Tom Glazier. Yotmg Peoples Record. 
As the children listen to the music and 
respond to the rhythmatic actions as they 
identify the music such as: Children playing 
in the park; dance like fairies, sleeping on 
the ground, run to the fountain i n the park. 
Have t he children close their eyes '"'hile you do things to 
make sounds, such as: Ring a small bell, play a note on a pitch 
pipe, tap with a ruler, or v-ralk heavily around t he room. Ask 
them to identify each s ound and to tell what causes it. 
Let the children discuss sounds v.rhich they hear at home, 
such as: Radio, t elevision,musical instruments, telephone, 
door bell, vacuum sweeper, alarm clo ck, teakett le, dog and 
cat. Encourage them to describe v1hat each s ound is lik e and, 
if possible, to imitate it. 
Ask a child to step out of the room while the ot her child-
ren hide an object for him to find. Have the children sing 
while he looks for the object, singing louder and louder as 
he goes toward the ob ject and softer and softer as he goes 
av-.ray from it. 
Jl 
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Have children identify the instrument or agent that 
produces the various sounds. One child stands behind the 
screen and shakes a rattle, turns an egg beater, sweeps IIITith 
a broom, claps hands, uses t he pencil sharpener, crushes a 
p iece of paper, pours V>rater from a bottle into a glas s , pops 
a balloon, blmvs a V>rhistle, toots a horn, saws a piece of wood, 
hammers a nail, rings a bell, or does any f~~iliar act that 
has a characteri stic sound. Use descriptive words whereever 
possible such as: swish, rattl e , cr ash, ~ang , click, buzz, 
squeak, murmur, rumble, snort, hiss, gur gle, etc. in refering 
to these sounds and othe r s that occur in the course of the 
school day. 
Have t he children try to p roduce sound effet:ts, a s if 
t hey V>rere sound men on a radio program. See whether they can 
make the sound of rain (drumming fingers), of wind ( blowing 
through a tube), of a galloping horse (tapping sticks on a 
box), or ocean waves (letting sand roll back and forth in a 
box ) or of fire burning (Crumpling cellophane ) . 
Pl ay musical records that suggest the sound of nature. 
The teacher says: "A s I play this record, raise ,~ ·your hands 
when you hear a part that sounds like a waterfall - like the 
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vrind - like a sto·nm - like a bumblebee - like thunder - lik e 
bells - lik e a mother singing her baby to sleep - and so on. 
The children listen to similar records and state in their ovm 
vvords v.rhat the music remind them of'. 
Have the children give t he sounds made by animals or 
thing s such as: Dog , Clock, Rooster, Bell, etc ., and let the 
other children guess what is bei ng represented. 
Ask the children to imitate the sounds made by certain 
animals whose pictures you show. Those especially adapted 
to this exercise are: Lamb, Pig, Covv, Dog , ~ion, Cat, Horse, 
Duck , Hen, Rooster . Add any other animals familiar to the 
children. 
Have the children listen to recording of characteristic 
sounds of' animals and identify them. 
Ask each child to choose an animal and pretend that he is 
that animal. Then ask each child to make the sound that that 
• animal makes and let the other children guess what animal he 
is representing . For example : Benhy says : TTMoo-o, Moo-o, Vfuo 
arn I?n A child asks: "Are you a co1v? 11 Benny replies, nyes, I 
am a cow. n 
--~----=- -== ---
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Let each child choose an animal that he wishes to imitate. 
Make the noise that the animal makes and ask his classmates to 
tell what animal they think he is. 
· Test the children's auditory discrimination by asking them 
to imitate animals whose pictures you shmv. 
Ask t he children t.o think of animals, machines and man 
activities that make sounds. Then have each child make a 
sound and let the other guest; , ''That he is imitating. If the 
listener has trouble recognizing the sound ask the child making 
the sound to give a hint by saying something like this: "This 
sound is made by an animal or this sound is made by people 
doing things. 
Have a chart of twelve pictures, three in each row, placed 
on the flannelgraph. Explain to the children that they are to 
look at the pictures and think of sounds. Ask one child to 
name the animals in the first row from left to right and 
imitate the sounds they make. Follo·w the same procedure 1rith 
, the farm animals in the second row that are familiar to the 
children. Proceed likewise irith the third or fourth rows, 
explaining that the third ro\1'1 shovvs machines that make sounds, 
fourth row, people doing things that makes sounds. 
- ---==------=... -
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Have the children listen to various sounds, such as those 
made by birds, different animals, automobile engines and horns, 
boat Nhistles, fire sirens and the like. Have four or five 
children imitate sounds heard and ask the group to identify 
them. 
Checking Exercises using pictures. 
Children are sho\~ pictures of: 
1. Trains, Bus and Airplane. 
The teacher makes sounds of one 
of these pictures. The children 
find t he picture. 
2. Animals. 
Children are asked to listen while 
the teacher makes the different 
sounds of the animals and then asks 
the children to find the animal on 
the first page of animals, as 
Bow-Wovv; Peep, Peep. 
Continue second page in the same 
manner. 
Show the children a ruler and tell them that you are 
going to tap on something. Have them close t heir eyes and try 
to dj_stinguish whether you are tapping on the table, blackboard, 
1 ii'Jindovv pane or other surface. 
Have the children close t heir eyes. Choose a child to 
say something. Have the others tell who spoke. 
Tap once softly and once loudly. Ask if the first tap 
was soft or loud. 
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Play two notes on the piano. Ask if the first tap vvas 
hi gher or lower than the second one. 
Tap several times in rhythm, such ,J. s a hard tap and a 
soft tap. Have the children try to tap like1,rise. 
--· -- ::._ --=-===---
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RHYMES 
Teacher asks the children to listen v.rhile s he ree.d the 
following T-1other Goose Rhyme. 
Litt le Boy Blue. 
Little Boy Blue come blow your horn 
The sheep in the meadow, the cows in the corn 
Where's the boy that looks after the sheep; 
Hets under the haystack fast asleep. 
Will you wake him? Not I, A 
For if I do, helll be sure to cry. 
Ask t he children to repeat rhyme in unison. Teacher asks the 
children: 11 \I'Jhile you vJere saying this rhyme did you hear any 
words that sounded alike? Words that sound alike at the end 
are rhyming ~nrords. Letts say the rhyming words: Ho r n - Corn -
Sheep - Asleep, I - Cry.n The teacher says more words that 
rhymes vvith Horn and Corn and asks the children to repeat them 
after her: Born - gone - mo ;:·n. Children repeat the vmrds. 
Teacher reads a rhyme about Hey, Diddle, Diddle and tells 
the children that they are going to find the rhyming ~>vord. 
States that '.Yords that sound alike at the end are rhyming 
v-mrds like: So - No. Table - Mabel. Green - Queen. 
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Hey , Diddle, Diddl e. 
!{ley~ D-iddl~, Di.ddl:e 
The cat and the fi ddle, 
The co1.v jumped over the moon, 
The lit tle dog laughed to see such a sport 
And the dish ran away with the spoon. 
Teacher reads the rhyme again and .has the children say the last 
word in each line . Asks who can tell the rhyming words. Have 
the children say together: Diddle, Fiddle, Moon , Spoon. 
Teacher and children recite the nursery rhy:QJ.e , nMary 
Had a Little Lamb . n 
Mary had a little lamb, 
It's fleece was white as snow; 
And everywhere that Mary went 
The lamb was sure to go . 
Teacher ask s 1:vhat words sound alike. Teacher shov,rs a 
picture of Jl.~ary and her lamb, also pictures of other rhyming 
words . Teacher and children discuss these pictures and note 
the similiar sounds: Mary - Fairy; Ring - Wing ; Sail - Tail; 
Pear - Hair . Teacher asks the children to look at the t wo 
small pictures of rJiary - Fairy. Repeat vmrds: Mary - Fairy. 
Look at the nex·t two pictures. "What are they? n Repeat words: 
Ring - !fling . Look at the pictures of sail and tail . Look at 
the last two pictures of a pear and some hair. Repeat t he 
v.,rords Pear - Hair. Repeat all the rhyming words: l'w1ar y - Fairy; 
Ring - Wing; Sail - Tail; Pear - Hair. 
~ =--- =-=--
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1 A picture of Little Bo-Peep is sho'WTI. and discussed. The 
rhyming words are under the picture. Teacher asks the children 
to say the rhyming words after her: 
Me ~ Sheep - Peep. 
Hook - Book. 
Children are asked if any one of them can tell a word 
that rhymes v-Tith sheep and peep. Deep - Keep. What vmrds 
rhyme 1.vith hook. - Book.- Cook - Took - Look. 
Repeat the rh~ning words: 
Sheep - Peep - Deep - Keep. 
Hook - Book - Cook - Took - Look. 
Teacher asks the children to listen closely 1vhile she 
recites t he rhyme, 110ld King Cole.n Asks the children to 
listen to the rhyming words. Teacher recites the rhyme and 
_.,. 
asks: 11 Did you hear .them? Repeat;: Cole- Soul. He- Three. 11 
Have the children listen again to another rhyme. This 
time it about the Queeen of Hearts. Ask them to listen for 
the rhy~ing words: 
The Queen of Hearts she made some tarts 
All on a swnmer day 
The Knave of Hearts, he stole the tarts 
And took them clean away. 
Repeat: Hearts - Tarts. Day - Away. 
Let's all say the words: Cole- Soul. He- Three. 
Heart:.s - Tarts. Day - Av-vay. 
il 
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The rhyme Old Mother Hubbard is recited. 
Old Mother Hubbard vlent to the cupboard 
To get her poor dog a bone. 
But when she got there the cupboard was bare 
And so the poor dog had none. 
,, 
Using the cupboard from the play corner tell the children to 
11 recite the rhyme and when the ·teacher says, Old Mother Hubbard, , 
have Ol d Mother Hubb ard stand on t he table (Use a doll). As 
soon as you say ncupboard'f place the cupboard next to Old 
II Mother Hubbard. Repeat: Hubbard - Cupboard. 
I Recite the rhyme again and ask one of the children to 
,I place the things on the floor in the corner when he hears t;he 
I 
·I 
tv-ro rhyming -v1ords. VJhat are the tl"i'O rhyming words: Hubbard - j 
Cupboard. 
\'/hen words sound alike at the end we say they rhyme. 
11 Which t-v1o -vmrds rhyme? 
II 
II 
Blow wind blow 
Bring us some snmv. 
Let's say the firs ·t two words: Snow - Blov-T. Can you say any 
I other words that sound like these words? Show - Hoe. 
j 
II The teacher asks the chil dren: "Is there anyone here who l I 
has a baby at home?" Encourage conversation about baby brothers 
and sisters. "Does your mother ever sing to your baby?" 
,, 
Does your mother ever rock the baby v-rhen she sings? Like this? , 
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Illustrate. tT There is a song about a baby li'Tho is rocking in 
a cradle, shall I sing it?" 
Rock-a-bye, Ba by , on the tree top. 
When t he v-rind blows the cradle will rock; 
When the bough breaks, the cradle will fall 
Dmm vvill come cradle, bough , baby and all. 
Listen again and when I stop you tell me the next vvo rd to 
sing. Repeat the song , stopping before Fall and All. If the 
children do nbt supply t he words the first time, do it for 
t hem , but repeat the song until the rhyming "V'TOrds a re spoken 
' or sung by the children. 
After the children have had several experiences of h ea ring 
and saying the t wo vvo rds that sound almke at t he end of this 
song exylain to them that the words Fall and All sound alike, 
or rhyme. Words rhyme when they end with the s ame sound. 
Find t he rhyming words: 
Pl ease Dad stop the Car 
So I may get a candy bar 
Here comes the sun 
Run Snowman run-.---
The little bird sings 
And fl ap s his I~~Jing s. 
List en to t he Clock 
Ti ck , Tock, Tick, Tock. 
One ball is green, t he other red 
One for Sally, t he other for Ted. 
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Repeat rhyming words: 
Car Bar. 
Sings - Wings. 
Sun 
Red 
= Run . 
- Ted. 
Let the children na~e familiar things in the classroom, 
then think of v.rords that rhyme with the names, such as: 
Chalk - - Talk, Walk. 
Ball - - Tfvall, Call, Fall, Tall. 
Door - - Four, More, Store. 
Book - - Look, Hook, Cook, Took. 
Pronounce the word "See" and ask the chi ldren to repeat 
it after you . Then pronounce the following vmrds and ask them 
to clap when you say a word that rhymes with nsee.n 
IJle - Fish - Way - We - Car. 
Day - May - Ball - Key - Say . 
Repeat the 'V'rords and ask them to jump when you say a 'V'Tord 
that rhymes with Play. 
The tea cher gives a word like ''Dayn and enco urages the 
l1 children to suggest words that end in the same sound. 
I 
Day 
May 
Lay 
Bay 
Sav 
Pay 
These words are listed on the blackboard and parts that 
1 sound alike may be underlined, also other words in the same 
W£!Y• 
Show pictures illustrating Mother Goose Rhymes, and read 
some of the rhymes. 
--
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Hat - Cat 
Mouse - House 
Bell - Tell 
Block - Clock 
Hall - Tall 
Ring 
Top 
Right 
VtJe 
Run 
- Sing 
- Mop 
- Might 
- Me 
- Sun 
Discuss the following rhymes and read them slovvly, s top-
ping for the children to respond with the rhyming vwrds as 
they occur. 
To Market, t o Market, to buy a fat pig 
Home again, Home again, Jiggerty (jig ). 
To Market, to market, to buy a fat hog 
Home again, no~~ again, Jiggerty (j og ). 
There v'ras an old woman who lived in a shoe 
She had so many children she didn't know what to (do). 
Wee Willie Winkle r uns through the tovm 
Upst airs and do·wnstairs in his ( nightgmm) 
Rapping at the window, crying through the lock, 
Are the children in their beds? 
For now it's e i ght (o'clock). 
Teacher reads IvJ:other Goose Rhymes : Hmnpty , Dumpty ; One, 
T~rw, Three , Four, Five. Hickory , Dickory , Dock: Peas, Porridge 
1 Hot. 
II 
Repeat agai n and have children clap when they hear the 
rhyming 1-vord. 
--
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Pl ay a game by s aying : 11 I am think ing of a word that 
rhymes vri th Sweet. What is it. n Call on a child to g ive a 
word. ( Meat, Street , Beet, Feet). If he does not think of 
one readily g ive him a hint such as: ntrlh a t do you wal k v-ri th . t1 
Then - let t he child who gave t he rhyming vvo rd corre ctly g ive 
a similar riddle himself. 
Teacher asks the child to supply the rhyming word in the 
l a st line of each rhyme. 
One , Two, Three , 
You can't c a tch (me) 
---
Up in the Sky 
I sav-r a b ird. ____ ( fly) 
A black Easter Bunny 
Would b e very (funny ) 
rJiother y,Till bake 
A birthday ( cak e) 
What a fine day 
J ust ri ght f o r (May) 
We went so f a r 
In datldy 's: ne~ __ ( car) 
To s it UD t al l 
Is t he best of (all) 
Pussy fell 
Into the ( well) 
Tommy looked up high to see 
A songbird in the apple (Tree) 
Patty sang a little song 
A merry one , not very (long) . 
Have children give a rhyming vrord as follm·vs: 
Teacher: I Say Bake. 
Child: I say Cake. 
Teacher: I say Loud. 
Child: I say Cloud. 
Here are some possible rhymes: 
Inch - Pinch 
Glory - Story 
Tool - School 
Bring - Sting 
Ic1iddle- Ri ddle 
Stone - Bone 
Brass - Class 
Qu een - Green 
Way - Pay 
Brm.v-11 - Clown 
Repeat or read s ome rh. -rning couplets, allovving the child-
ren to sv.pply the last rhyming v.mrds. 
Divide the cla.s.s in two groups , same number on each side~ 
Teacher may have a list like the following: 
Cat 
Four 
Hot 
Lock 
Ring 
Ne1"1 
Fly 
Red 
Green 
Flew 
Bell 
I~1ore. 
Each child is gi ven a word and asked to give a rhyming 
word. If he fails to do so someone on the other side will give 
it. He must sit on the floor in the middle of the room. The 
last child standing is the winner. Before the children return 
to t heir cha irs they must say four familiar words. Ask the 
children to list en closely. Then ask them to name t he ones 
t hat rhyme. Choose -vmrd groups like these: 
a. Horse - Run - Look - Bun. 
b. Throw - Get - Ball - Snow. 
c. Ear - Hear - Arm - Car. 
--
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Teacher pronounces a li st of words as: 
Look - Cook - Book - Ar m - Car . 
Ask the children to stand when t hey hear a word that does not 
.r hyme . 
Place on a flannel graph pictures of clock, chairs, 
door, bird, tree. As the teacher says eac h of these words: 
Block - sta irs - h eard - all - bee , a child p icks up a pic -
tured object 1:1hich rhymes t-Jith the vmrd and places it on the 
chalkboard. 
The l eader should say words that rhyme. The children 
shoul d listen while she says the I'JOrds so that they can tell 
v.Jhich one rhymes. Next the leader should give t wo pairs of 
words a s: Ran-Far, Ran- Boy, and t he children should tell which 
pair make a rhyme. At first t here s hould be vride distinctions. 
As t he chi ldren groy,r in povver to distinguish sounds, words not 
easily distinguished may be paired in three \'lords inst ead of 
two p.airs, as Ran-saw-fan. When children can distingui sh 
between \•rords that do or do not rhyme , the leader may say one 
word. The children should listen so that they may tell a word 
that rhymes v-Ii t h it. Each child shquld have a turn. It is 
a good idea to 1·:rite the se words on the board , and have the 
children say the compl ete li s t with t he t eacher. 
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Play a pictv.re rhyming game. Pictures may be obtained from 
magazines, old books, newspapers, qr drawn by hand. These 
1 p ictures may be placed on small cards, the blackboard, beaver 
' board, flannel board or any stiff paper. There must be at 
1 least t1rm pictures that rhyme. The leader should begin by 
pointing to one picture . Aft er the children tell ''rhat the 
picture i s they should point out another picture that rhymes 
1 with the picture t hey are discussing. This ga~e may be played 
still another way . The leader may show or point to a picture . 
The children should then give all the words that t hey can 
that rhyme with it. 
The teacher pronounces a series of words that rhyme and 
one that does not rhyme. The children clap t heir hands when 
1 they hear the non-rhyming vmrd. For example: The teacher says: 
TTRight FiP'ht Li ~rht See IVii ght. 11 Sometimes the children may 
' C) ' C) ' ' 
be asked to listen a second time. 
Pl ay a guessing game. The teacher says: TTThis little boy 
is Billn and points to a picture or a child whose name is Eill. 
nHe lives on a bi g , high (Hill) n. nv-fuo can tell vvhere 
---
Bill lives? It is a vmrd t hat sounds like Bill. Yes, it is 
Hill. Bill likes to sit on the window __ ___,__(Sill) • Yes, it 
is sill. Who can give me another word that sounds like Bill 
and Sill. Repeat several times. 
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See vrhether children can mak e rhymes like the s e: 
I lik e to look 
At my book. 
I can see 
The Bi g Bee . 
Put the fish 
On t he dish . 
Read stanzas of A Visit from St . Nicholas by Clement 
Charles Moore . This poem is in the Home Book of Verse by 
Burton E. Stevenson . Let the children supply the rhyming 
1 word at the end of the second line of eac h coupl et . 
I 
II 
As children to dramatize the meaning of a rhyming word as: 
Do something that rhymes 
II Tf !I TT 
TT 
Tf 
Tl 
TT 
TT 
Tf 
!T 
Tl 
with Mop 
n Bl ow 
n Bun 
n Bump 
Other words that may be used: 
(Hop ) 
(Throw) 
( Run) 
( Ju.mp'~ 
Talk ( rval k ) 
Hand ( Stand) 
Send ( Bend) 
Chance (Dance) 
Select a certa in word s uch a s Sled . Children name words 
t hat rhyme vfi t h Sled f rom clues t hat the teacher or children 
may give : 
a . I rh:nne with sled 
You sleep in me ( bed) 
b . I rh7me with bed 
I am a boy's nallle (Ted) 
c. I rhyme wi th Queen 
I am a color . (Green) 
d . I r hyme 11-ri th r an 
I am a boy 's name. (Dan) 
/ 
Each child may think of two wor.ds t hat rhyme. At h is turn 
he should propound a riddle lik e this f ''I am thinking of a 
vrord t h,a t rhymes with Band. uvh a t is it?" (Hanel) 
Listen carefully as I say some words. If t h e vmrds rhyme 
clap your hands t w:i.ce. If the words do not rhyme keep your 
hands in your lap. These words may b e pronounced: 
Fan - Man 
Pear - Peach 
Pork - Cork 
Cap - Tap 
Rake - Cat 
Bell - g~t 
Sky - Pie , 
Plain - Tra in 
Us e rhyming 1.vords to answer questions. The leader of the 
group can star t by sa;ring: "I am thinking of a vrord that 
rhymes with Cak e. You can swim in this plac e . What is it ? n 
The chi l d who gives the correct answer first may ask a 
question and call on another child to answer. 
~·rnen the vvorkbooks are being colle cted mak e a game of it 
by suggesting tha t t,he collector say a vmrd to the first child 
v.Jhose book he collects and that child responds v1ith a vmrd 
that rhymes with t h e collector's word. That child is then to 
g ive a word and t h e second child to have his book collected 
responds with a rhyming \llrord. The last child to h a ve his 
I book collected gives a word to vJhich the collect or mus t 
resp ond. 
The Climb Up Game like Ladder, Skyscraper and Climbing 
the Hill may be adapted here for rhyming practice. The leader 
should give one word to begin. The children will climb up 
these devices if they give other words that rhyme 'Vdth the 
first v•m rd. 
Supply the rhyming words. Teacher reads and let the 
children finish each couplet. 
One, T'lflro, Three 
You can't catch (me) 
---
Vfe \'Vent so far 
In daddy's ne'tllf ____ (car) 
The boy is tall 
He has a ______ (ball) 
I s a1.Y a big black bear 
Standing over (there) 
The sly old fox 
Hid in a (box) 
I like to look 
At my new (book) 
My littl e pup 
Drinks from his (cup) 
I saw a mouse 
It lived in a (house) 
I am a frog 
Sitting on a (log) 
The little black cat 
Caught a little (rat) 
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Ri ddles 1-vhich call f'or rhyming v.ro rds: 
It is somet hing you eat," it rhymes v.ri th dandy. (Candy) 
It is something you v.Jear, i t rhymes viTi th boat. (Coat) 
Let the children say a simple rhyme v.rhich they have learn-
ed. Help them to identify all the words that sound alike, ex-
cept at the beginning. Then have them r epeat the rhyme and 
clap their hands 1-vhen they come to the rhyming l•rords. 
Arrange three pictures of things that rhyme on chalkboard. 
(Mat , Hat, Bat) • Ask the children to name the things shm,m 
from left to right and to notice that all the things rhyme. 
Do the same with another group of three. Follow the same 
procedure with two or more groups. 
Ask the children to look again at the pictures and to 
think of words of their ol-'m. that rhyme ;;..;i th the names of the 
things shov.m, such as: 
First group 
Cat 
Rat 
Pat 
Second group 
Sock 
Rock 
r<Tock 
Third group 
Main 
Pain 
Lane 
Choose thre e or four one syllable rhyming words v·Ji t h 
similar spelling. Print on cards and place on easel. Direct 
attention to their configuration and explain that rhyming 
words look alike (except at the beginning). 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
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Read ea ch nonsense couplet and l et t he children supply 
t he missing word. 
The b~ll is round 
It i s on the (ground) 
I have a sled 
It is painted (red) . 
I have a cap 
It i s in my (lap). 
I run and play 
Most every (day). 
It is time to eat 
I want some (meat) • 
I see a light 
The light i s (bright). 
My name is Jill 
I ran up a (hill) . 
The children are given mi meograph cards wi t h pictures of 
one of the following . 
Tree Log Hill 
Ball Rat Chair 
Fan Book House 
Box Jump Cup . 
The teac her call s any of the above words and t he child holding 
t he card comes forward sho~rs his ca rd and tells as many rhyming 
vvords as he can. 
All01v any child who can name something that rhyrnes to 
ride on a pl ane . The children get in line each (except the 
first) with his hands on the shoulders of the child in front . 
They run around the room saying : Zoom- zoom, zoom , zoom and 
get off when they rea ch their cha ir. 
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Say jingles, such as the following . Let the children com-
plete each of them by supplying a word at the end of the sec-
ond line to rhyme with the vvord: 
Here comes Mi k e 
Riding his ( Bike). 
Tweet, Birdie Tweet 
Your song is so (Sweet). 
Run rabbit run 
The hunter has a ( gun) 
Little Boat, Little Boat 
All around I see you (Float) 
I am seven 
My brother is (Eleven) 
One day ·when it vias sunny 
I met a litt le ( Bunny). 
Cut from magazines or old picture books the following 
pictures• 
Balloons 
Hous e 
Spoon 
Cup 
Fish 
Mitt ens 
Shoe 
Mount on Oak Tag . Place along the chalkboard and play a game 
in which the child responds vlith the rhyming 1vord. Find some-
thing in 1·1hich people live. It rhymes with Mouse. Find some-
thing that we use for stirring food. It rhymes with Noon. 
Find something that rhymes 1rith Up. Find something that 
svvims. It rhymes v-ri t h "Wish. Find s omething that you wear 
that rhymes with kittens. 
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Children give -vmrds which will rh-y-me vvi th their mm names, 
as in ~Jlistress jVIary - Contrary. 
Helen - Melon 
rJiary - Fairy 
Jenny - Penny 
Jack - Tack 
Pronounce t1N"o rhyming words and ask if they rhyme. Follmv 
this vrith t wo v-ro rds that do not rhyme. Alternate rhyming and 
non-rhyming pairs for a time, then vary this by pronouncing 
three ~.r.rords and asking the children to tell which t wo rhyme. 
Some suggested groups of vmrds are: 
Nose 
Toes 
Sand 
Clock 
Flovv 
Pin 
Lock 
Floor 
Door 
Band 
Desk 
Hand 
Hair 
Chalk 
Chair 
As a variation of the old game nJack-in-the- Boxn direct 
children to stand by their chairs when a pair of rhyming vmrds 
is pronounced; to remain seated 1.vhen the pair of v-mrds does 
not rh:nne. A child who stands at the wrong time is 110ut. rr 
Pictures are placed on flannelgraph. Teacher names each 
object in the row. Children find the picture that rhymes w~th 
them. 
Children identify p ictures in each row. 
J.'vloon - Pavr - Horn - Spoon - Saw - Stick - Chick - Corn. 
Name the rhyming words: 
Spoon - J.'vloon;- Horn - Corn;- Sav-r- Paw;- Chick - Stick. 
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Group Work 
1. Have the children sel ect t wo rhyming cards. 
Place them side by side on the blackboar d ledge 
and say: "Pear rhymes with bear. Tree rhymes 
\\ri th bee, etc. n 
2. Distribute the picture ca rds and ask: nvJho has a 
picture that rhY'mes -v·li th Pain (train) , etc. n 
3. Put half the picture cards on the blackboard ledge . 
Distribute the pictures which rhyme ~~th t h em . Ask 
ea ch child to place his picture besides the picture 
with i'rhich it rhymes, 
4. Display picture cards on the pocket chart of black-
board ledge . Direct children to find a picture that 
rhymes \rith Tree , with Red, etc. Child finds the 
picture and s ays: "Bee rhymes with tree , etc.n 
5. Distribute Picture Cards. 
nvlho has a card that rhymes with Flag. (Bag) 
Tell me another word that rhymes vri th Flag 
and Bag. (Tag ) n 
On cards mount six pairs of rhyming pictures. Include in 
the set one picture whose name does not rhyme with any other 
name. The pictures can be dravm and t hen mimeographed on 
cards, or they can be cut from magazines or old workbooks and 
pasted on. If pictures are drawn provide a set of small cards, 
about 2" by 3n in size, for each child in the group. 
For a single set to be used with the group use larger pictures 
and mount them on larger cards. 
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Here ~re some sugge sted pictures . 
Horn - Corn 
Boy - Toy 
Bed - Sled 
Flag - Bag 
Fish - Dish 
Ring-Swing-King 
Sun - Gun 
Pear - Bear 
Kitten- I\IJ.itten 
Rain - Train 
Goat- Boat-Coat 
Log-Dog-Frog. 
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Checking Exercises 
Children sit in a circle and teacher reads story, nclear 
the Tracks" by Louis Slobkin. As the children hear the rhyming 
words they clap. Teacher calls the name of one child in the 
circle to give the rhyming 1.-vords. This continues until all 
rhyming words are given and each child in the circle has one 
or more turns. 
Story: One day as we were quietly sitting , I 
reading my paper and Patty doing her 
knitting, and Mike riding his bike down 
the hall we heard a noise that shook us 
all. A clanging , rattling, rumbling roar 
such as I'd never heard in our house be-
fore. Then a round the corner with a 
S"\voosh, came Michael riding a big steam 
engine, not a little bicycle. It was 
pulling a long train of cars; in fact, 
so many you couldn't see the end of, 
if there was any! 
Said Mike, nwhat's wrong? n - as he climbed 
down from his engine, and .calmly looked 
around. Then he gave his caboose a gentle 
pat . It had stopped near the armchair that 
I sat! "Come on, get aboard. Time is very 
short. Train's due in Boston at noon and 
at one in Rockport, Sandport, Bridgeport, 
all points south ••• Springfield,R-A-W-a-an-
stra.nge sounds came from his mouth. Since 
time was short, and there was nothing to do, 
v.rh en he hollered " A-1-1-1 Aboard, n Pat and 
I climbed up too. And Mike mounted his cab, 
shouting, nclear the Track!" He tol d us, 
before supper he would bring us back. Then 
engineer Mike became Ivtike the Conductor. 
"There's a cow back there and we almost bumped 
her!" "Tickets, tickets, please ! Put your 
baggage up?" Then he gave us a. drink of t-rater 
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from a paper cup), and took our money and 
gave us change. That seemed all right, 
though it did seem strange v.rhen h' d sudden-
ly leave us in an av-rful tear and run forward 
again - to be the Engineer. 
Scrunch, Scrunch, Clang, Clang. We stopped 
in Boston with a crash and an awful bang . 
nA-L-L change for North Station!" shouted 
a man. We thought it was IvTike as we ran 
past, We rushed for the Bus and arrived 
just in time. Of course, there sat Michael -
TTThis ride cost a Dime.n "Last stop. A-L-L 
Out 1 Change for the train. n Out vre dashed 
and were off again. 
"Nice fresh sand1dches. Have some pickles?" 
Mike was selling them - they all cost a 
nickel. 11 Ch-o-c-o-late, peppermint, orange 
drink.rr He left us saying: nyou've had 
enough I think. 11 Ticket stubs, red one-
they all cost a cent. Then it seemed •.• 
vm had an accident l And all got dark - we 
were in a tunnel. Then a speck of light, 
like a point of a funnel, came SI<Vinging to-
ward us in the train. "O'K," said Mike, the 
brakeman. "We're off again.n We highballed 
up a mountain, out on a ridge. And we found 
we were crossing a bridge. Of course, we 
half expected what v-re smv lllfhen we looked 
out the Vlindm'l, Mike was "\'fOrking the drawl 
We sped across the plains and into a valley, 
rolled over the prairies and up an alley . 
If seems we lllfere bound for the park, to get 
to the Zoo, l•rhen V>re heard a Crash, a Bang , 
and an awful to-do! nwho-o-o -- ' s ruined my 
rug with a railroad track?n the door opened-
Men was back! "To whom must I be thankful, to 
vrhom, for a messy engine in my living room? n 
Quietly, I returned to my paper, vrhere I I<Vas 
sitting . Mike rode his bik e - and Patty 
picked up her knitting. We I<Vere glad to be 
back - of course we hadn't been away , that 
trip was a something-or-other we sometimes 
play. 
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Similar Sounds 
Teacher reads t he follm'ling story: 
Once there vms a bear who was called 
Bi g Brother Brovm Bear. Now Big Brot her 
Brown Bear liked honey better than any-
thing else, and so he set off to hunt for 
honey. He went by berry bushes and bramble 
bushes. At last he fotmd where a bumblebee 
had some honey hidden. Just as Bi g Brother 
Bro~m Bear was helping himself to the honey 
he heard, " Bumble- Buzz, Bumble-Buzz." It 
was the bumblebee. But too late! Off ran 
Bi g Brother Bro~m Bear and as he ran he 
called back to the bee: 11 Bye, Bye, Bumblebee, 
I helped myself to your honey . Now I'm 
going to hurry home. H 
Have the children repeat the bear's name to notice how 
much fun it i s to say . Repeat together some of the other 
phases. One t hing that makes Bi g Brother Brovm Bear fun to 
say is the way each part of his name begins in the same v.ray . 
Listen and watch my lips aa I say his name again and then try 
saying his name s oft ly. 
Have diffe rent childr en whose names begin wi t h the same 
sound stand before the group. Ask t h e other children to re-
peat t h e name s of the children and to notice that they begin 
with the same s ound. Shovv a fevr familiar ob jects to the chhld-
ren, s uch as a ball, a bel~, a~d a box. Ask them to name the 
objects, notice the names beginning with the san1 e sound, t hen 
think of t he names of other ob jects that begin in the s ay way, 
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Such as: Basket, Bus, Bird, Balloon, Boy, Baby. 
Mount pictures of objects in pairs, some of • .vhose n ames be-
gin with the same soun d and others with different sounds. Dis-
play the pictures, ask the children to name the pair of objects 
and to tell whether or not the names begin v.rith the same sound. 
\'latch to see hov-r carefully they enunciate the beginning sounds. 
Say simple sentences, each containing several '.vords that 
begin with the smne sound, such as: Peggy painted a purple pic-
ture. Don dug a deep ditch. TtJe sing songs about soap. Light 
the lamp. 
Ask the children to pick out the words in each sentence that 
begin with the s ain e sound • 
.Arrange on a table several familiar articles '.'fhose names 
begin alike, such as: Box, Ball and Book. Hnve the children 
n ame the obj ects, noticing that the names begin vli th the same 
sound. Ask them to close their eyes while you add an object: 
then 1 et them name ·the ne\IIT object and tell whether or not it's 
name begins v;ith the same sound as the others. Repeat the ac-
tivity several times, adding or removing familiar objects. 
1 ea d a simple story that emphasizes beginning sounds, such 
as : ·i'he Terrible Tiger by Margaret Wise Brovm or The Big Black 
Engine by Edith H. Ne-v;rlin in another Here and Nov; Story Book. 
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'j Also read a poem or t 1, ro from the following lists: "Stars" by 
Rhode IJJ . Bacmeister in Very Young Verses:"The White \'iindown 
I: by James Stephens in Sung Under the Silver Umbrella or the Milk I 
II man's Horse (author unknown) and rr A Popcorn Song" by Nancy Byrd 1 
' Turner, in For a Child. ,, 
II 
I 
Have the children f'orm t'V'ro rows or "sidesn to play a game. 
Ask the first child in one row to say a word that begins like 
'I 
Sally, then the first child in the other row, and continue to 
I• 
alternate on through the rmvs. Whenever a child says a vlrong 
II 'V'rord or cannot think of' a word have him drop out of' the game 
11 by go ing to his seat. The object is to see vlhich child can 
remain standing the longest, and thus help his nsideTT to '~~Tin. 
jl Repeat the game, using the names: Peggy, Ted and Bobby. 
II 
Read the f'ollo"'iling list of words to the children, asking 
I them to clap whenever you come to a word that begins alike: 
,, Read 
I 
11 that 
1 that 
Kitty 
Kick 
Kind 
Keep 
Kitchen 
the '"'ords again, asking 
begins like Ted. l\~ake 
Talk 
Toe 
Top 
them to clap when you say a word 
lists of words, in mix ed order, 
begin like: Dan, Peggy and Bobby to use in similar manner. 
'I 
I 
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Read a story containing nu..merous words t hat b egin wi th the 
s arne sounds, such as: TTGooseberry Garden" by Lois Lenski in 
Told Under the Magic Umbrella. Encourage the children ·to dis-
cuss the story, and, if pmssible, t o i dentify some of the sounds. 
Have the children say their first name, noting sounds at 
the beginning. Let a few of them try to s ay their names l eav-
ing off the beginning sounds, thus discovering how important 
the sounds are. Ask them to say the names of: Dolly, Peggy, 
Ned, Buster and Kitty, and to notice the beginning sounds. Ex-
plain that in l earning to read they must learn to know the 
beginning sounds of words. 
Ask the children to say their mvn names softly and think 
hm-r it sounds at the beginning. (Any child whose name begins 
v-li th a vowel should be told to think of his nickname, mi ddle 
or even his last name). ~ay: "I am thinking of someone who 
likes to run. Say the word nrunn and your name softly. Do 
they sound alike at the beginning? If they do, stand up. 
That's right - Ruth likes to run. Robert likes to run. 
Continue with: aN ow I am thinking of someone 'i•rho likes candyn 
and so. 
Tell the children that Sally and Ted have been invited 
to a birthday party for the twins, Jimmie and Jane, who are six 
years old . Ted's mother suggested that they buy gifts for 
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their cousins. Sally and Ted are a little older than Ji~mie 
,l and Jane, so they have been going to school. Ted suggested 
that their gifts should be things with na.r-nes beginning like 
Sally and Ted . Mother suggested t hat she say the names of sev-
.1 eral things that begin like Sally and Sally could choose one 
! to send Jane. These are the things mother suggested. 
Soap 
Saw 
Saucer 
Socks 
Scissors 
Sand Table 
Suit 
Sailboat 
Seesaw 
Sally choose a pair of scissors. 
Mother did the same for Ted . She sugges·t,ed this list. 
of' things: 
Table Tadpole 
Target Telescope 
Tent Tile 
Top Telephone 
Turtle Toothbrush 
Typewriter Toad 
Ted choose a ·t urtle. 
v'That is Sally sending to Jane and what is Ted sending to 
Jimmie? What would you like to give to Jimmi e and Jane1 
Play a game 'V'Jhich the teacher says \'lords, some of' v-rhich I 
II begin like Sally. · The children may respond in one or several 
11 ways·. Each child may have a magazine picture of a girl or 
,, paper doll whom is called Sally. When the teacher says a 
II 
I 
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words that begin like Sally the children hold up their pic-
II 
tures: 
Seed 
Seat 
Song 
Man 
Santa 
Tap 
Sing 
Suit 
Red 
See-saw 
Town 
Sand 
Teeth 
Silo 
Boy 
Summer 
Sailor 
Teakettle 
Soup 
Ticket 
Sail 
Girl 
The teacher may read the following sentences and as the 
children hear a word that begins like Sally they may repeat it 
softly. 
I have a littie sister. 
Santa brought me six gifts. 
I broke a saucer. 
I like salt on my potatoes. 
Grarldfather has a silo. 
The soldi er and the sailor 1vent home. 
My brother likes to sail his boat. 
V·Je play on our see-sa'iv. 
We had soup for supper. 
The sun is very bright. 
Children are given pictures of familiar animals. They 
try to think of something ~nth a name beginning like the name 
of each animal. 
Play a Guessing Game. 
-, 
1. Teacher asks these questions: 
What numb er begins like turtle? (Ten) 
What do we eat that begins like camel.(Candy) 
What do we open to get into a hous e? It 
begins like dog. ~Door}. 
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·what do ·1:Te 1'Vear that begins like horse? (Hat) 
We write with something that begins like pig. 
(Pencil) 
What do we play that begins like goat? (Game) 
\rle put something on the floor that begins like 
rabbit. (Rug) · 
We mail something that begins like cow. (Card) ~ 
What do we eat that begins like bear? {B eans) 
We drink something that begins like mouse. (Milk) 
~~at number begins like fish? {Five) 
Show pictures of Sally, Tom, their mother and father. 
Opposite them are pictures of things whi ch the children are 
f~~iliar. Let the children name the pictures in each row. 
As the first object in the row is named have the children 
name the other objects on the page that has the same beginning 
sound. 
Call four or five children to the front of the room. 
Pronounce a word, then have someone give the name of the boy 
or girl at the front of the room 1vhose first name begins vTith 
the same sound as the vmrd pronounced. 
Display pictures of farm animals from picture books. 
Pronounce the name of an animal, not sho~m in the picture, 
and ask a boy or girl to find an obj ect in the picture ll'rhose 
name b egins vTith the same word as the word you pronounced. 
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Checking Exercises. 
Have children Nhose names begin like Mary get their over-
shoes. 
Have children whose names begin like Sally collect the 
· crayons. 
Have children whose names begin like Bobby stand in line 
I 
!I to have their paper stamped. 
II 
11 All the other children get their coats but first they 
must give their name and t hen give the name of something that 
1 begins like their ovm name. 
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